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The Chevrolet cubic-inch V-8 engine debuted near the end of the muscle car era in At its peak,
the was developing horsepower in the Camaro and Chevelle passenger cars. By , however,
government-mandated smog requirements killed the muscle car as the 's horsepower rating
dipped to Although the was no longer a practical powerplant for cars, it remained an option on
two- and four-wheel-drive Chevy and GMC trucks, especially the 1-ton models. Two versions of
the optional were available in 1-ton Chevy trucks. The LE8 was the most common from to The
L19 TBI, or throttle body injection, powered and later trucks as the second engine option. The
TBI had fuel injectors in the middle of the throttle body that increased fuel efficiency, power and
durability. Chevy began installing V-8s in its trucks in All s have a 4. The 1-ton trucks were
equipped with a horsepower generating foot-pounds of torque. These s with four-barrel
carburetors developed horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The trailering package came with
a Turbo Hydra-matic automatic transmission, heavy-duty battery, power steering and brakes,
weight-distributing hitch and trailer wiring harness. This allowed the 1-ton four-wheel-drive
trucks to tow up to 4, lbs. The advantage of these s over the LE8 versions was the electronic
fuel injection and additional torque of 15 foot-pounds. The LE8 version still served GM trucks
through , although its horsepower rating varied from a low rating of horsepower in up to about
in The standard transmission matching the LE8 on to trucks was the four-speed Muncie manual.
The Muncie four-speed manual with overdrive was available on to models. The to half- and
three-quarter-ton trucks with the received the TH three-speed automatic. Only the 1-ton and
larger and later Chevys got the TH three-speed automatic. Aftermarket engine manufacturers
sell crate, or replacement, V-8s for to Chevy and GMC pickups. General Motors' Mr.
Goodwrench parts network, for example, provides s to LE8 or L19 TBI specifications that
include a new cylinder block, camshaft, lifters, oil pump, connecting rods, pins and rings,
bearings, seals and valve train assembly. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years
experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from
legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Matching Transmissions The standard
transmission matching the LE8 on to trucks was the four-speed Muncie manual. Replacement s
Aftermarket engine manufacturers sell crate, or replacement, V-8s for to Chevy and GMC
pickups. They came to conquer. The LS6 was a truly amazing engine, one that was very well
received by the media and capable of tire-melting performances; to get one installed required
the accompanying Z15 Super Sport Package. This engine came in this level of performance trim
that year only, with performance from Optioned for high performance, this example also has the
heavy-duty M40 TH automatic transmission and a 4. For handling, the car received the F41
suspension, power steering and power brakes with front discs. The functional ZL2
cowl-induction hood with hood hold-down pins adds to its attraction. This LS6 convertible is
finished in factory-correct Cranberry Red with black striping, and it features a black interior and
power-operated black top. Inside are bucket seats, a center console with horseshoe-design
shifter, auxiliary lighting group, tachometer and tinted glass. Documented with GM of Canada
paperwork, a copy of the GM microfiche, ownership history and an album containing images of
important date codes, stamps and castings, this is an excellent opportunity to own one of the
most brutal street cars ever released, in both stunningly beautiful condition and convertible
form. The original owner of this LS6 has confirmed that he will be present at the Indianapolis
auction for the offering of this rare and desirable vehicle. Information found on the website is
presented as advance information for the auction lot. The lot and information presented at
auction on the auction block supersedes any previous descriptions or information. Mecum is
not responsible for information that may be changed or updated prior to the auction. The
decision to purchase should be based solely on the buyers personal inspection of the lot at the
auction site prior to the auction. Email Address. Password Forgot Your Password? Toggle
navigation Menu. Previous Next. Full Screen. Indy Auction Search. Reset Search. Thursday
Digital Catalog. Friday Digital Catalog. Saturday Digital Catalog. Indy Road Art Catalog. It was
determined that stronger guns and a slightly longer case was required to get the power that he
was after. The result was the creation of the Casull which has become the go to cartridge for
many handgun hunters who want extreme power in a portable package. For years, Ruger has
chambered the excellent Super Redhawk in Casull. While this makes a great platform for a
scoped hunting handgun, the size and weight of the Super Redhawk make it less than ideal for a
packing gun. Of course, its size is useful for hunting or defense against animals that bite or
scratch. The Ruger Super Redhawk Alaskan is a 2. Ruger Casull Big Bore Revolver with loading
gate. A locking base pin is included to keep the base pin from jumping out of its recess from the
recoil. A pinned ramp sight gives you the ability to change out sight heights and styles to suit
your loads and shooting style. Weighing in at 50 oz. While the recoil of the Casull is severe, the
Bisley grip frame does a good job of keeping the gun from rolling back violently in your hand.
The Ruger Bisley can also safely fire 45 Colt ammunition giving you a lot of versatility in an

affordable big bore handgun. Weighing in at 48 oz. It still offers enough heft to be able to hold
steady and tame the recoil. Side-by-side of the Ruger Casull and Ruger revolvers. Headlines
Revolvers. Key Attributes. Production Info. Year Release: Production Status: Active. Tags:
casull bisley blackhawk revolver ruger. Previous post Lipsey's smokin' Grey Glocks set the
market on fire. Although I remember my dad telling me that sometimes it's better to be lucky
than good, I've come to rely more on luck, since good continues to elude me. On the other
hand, luck continues to fall right into my lap. Case in point: my recent trip to Westech for some
dyno testing. Actually, the trip was more in preparation for an upcoming dyno day. You didn't
really think these test engines built themselves did you? As I muddled over which heads to
install on the awaiting Chevy, luck walked right up and introduced itself. In most cases, direct
back-to-back dyno testing requires a great deal of preparation, even before you get to the actual
day or days of dyno testing. Believe me, even with all the preparation in the world, dyno days
often go astray. Things don't fit, bolts get stripped, and parts don't show up on time, but none of
that matters because today as luck would have it , the gang from Westech was already
performing a direct back-to-back test, just the way I like it. To make things even better, the
comparison went beyond the usual part A vs. Both inch small-blocks were equipped with
Edelbrock carbs and Air Gap manifolds, but each sibling chose a different induction system. In
addition to the cool comparison, the testing was also proof positive that high-performance from
the past has found a way into the youth of tomorrow despite MTV's best effort to the contrary.
Without fresh blood in the system, the original small-block Chevy is doomed to follow the
missing motors of yesteryear. Sure, we have the modern LS family to carry us over-and an
impressive powerplant it is-but there is something about the assembly of an original degree
small-block that just feels like home. Now that I've waxed nostalgic about an era I was far too
young to appreciate from the driver seat I was a mere 7 years of age when the LS6 Chevelle
ruled the streets , it's time to get to the comparison. This particular motor was a small-block
Chevy, a stroker version no less. Truth be told, the stroker was actually a factory block and
matching crank, making it not so much an aftermarket stroker as a large-displacement factory
small-block. While small-blocks are a dime a dozen, you don't often see small-blocks being rung
out on the dyno for all they're worth. Wanting impressive street performance, both s were
equipped with hydraulic roller cams. The custom small-base circle cams offered a. Upon
inspection of the small-block, I noticed that it resembled a similar version currently residing out
on an engine stand. Naturally, my first inclination was to review the power, as the motor in
question had already been properly tuned and jetted. After expressing the observation that the
two motors looked very similar with the exception of the induction system , I was informed that
the two motors were, in fact, identical. Each of the brotherly combinations were inch
small-blocks equipped with the same Eagle cast crank, Eagle rods, and Sealed Power
hypereutectic flat-top pistons. In the interest of full disclosure, one combination required a.
Each combination was fitted with the same hydraulic roller cam profile. The custom Comp grind
offered a. Naturally, installation of the hydraulic roller cam profile in these early blocks required
the appropriate hydraulic roller retrofit kit. Since these two motors were destined for rat rods
stepping them up a few more notches on the cool scale , both were equipped with old-school
Pete Jackson gear drives. Each combination received a set of aluminum Pro Comp cylinder
heads. Each head features a 2. Since the buildups were definitely budget oriented, the s were
topped with a set of Pro Comp aluminum cylinder heads. The aluminum heads naturally
dropped precious pounds off the buildup thereby improving the all-important power-to-weight
ratio and helped suppress detonation as well, thanks to the superior heat dissipation of
aluminum. The Pro Comp heads featured 2. Though not provided in the spec sheet, the
chambers must be near 76cc to achieve the sub Additional performance touches included
Mellings HV oil pumps and Edelbrock timing cover sets. Initially, the Pete Jackson gear drive
and Edelbrock timing cover would not cooperate, as the cover was designed for a conventional
double-roller timing chain. A little machining here and there and the two were finally able to
coexist. Both motors were even equipped with identical Mallory ignition systems, right down to
the 8mm plug wires. While the brothers agreed on running identical inch small-blocks, the civil
war started with the induction system. While Joe Tally went with the tried-and-true single
four-barrel carb setup, his brother Jesse stepped up to the impressive dual-quad system. With
otherwise identical small-block Chevy motors, here's where the comparison test came in.
Tested time and time again, the impressive dual-plane intake has proven itself a powerful
performer, offering not just impressive peak power but a veritable avalanche of mid-range
torque. Things get even more difficult for a dual-quad manifold, as we've never been able to
match the power output of a single four-barrel with a dual-quad system in a modern street
application. That said, the dual-quad has a lot more to offer than just horsepower. You're not
likely to wow anyone at the local hot-rod morning meet by lifting the hood to reveal a single

four-barrel, but dual quads are a whole different story. They may not match the power of a
single-quad, but they more than make up for it in presence. Ignition chores were handled by
Mallory HEI distributors feeding juice through a set of 8mm silicone suppression wires. Thus
our dyno comparison had predictable results, this despite the fact that the dual-quad intake in
question was the new Edelbrock Dual-Quad RPM Air Gap. A huge step up the performance
ladder compared to the original C dual-quad intake, the RPM Air Gap offers larger runners, a
taller mounting pad, and the legendary Air-Gap design to cool the intake charge. Equipped with
the Performer RPM Air Gap dual-quad intake and matching cfm Edelbrock carbs, Jesse's inch
street small-block produced hp at rpm and lb-ft of torque at rpm. As expected of the long stroke
, torque production was impressive from rpm all the way to rpm, never dropping below lb-ft of
torque. Torque production from the exceeded lb-ft from rpm to rpm, making for a sweet and
useable power curve. By comparison, Joey's RPM Air Gap and single cfm Edelbrock carb
showed why so many small-blocks are currently running around with dual-plane intakes and
single four-barrel carbs. His Mouse thumped out over lb-ft of torque, with a peak reading of at
rpm on its way to a peak power number of hp. Torque production from the single-quad motor
exceeded lb-ft from rpm all the way to rpm. While the single four-barrel intake may not have the
look, it sure enough knows how to cook. The motors were run on the engine dyno with a
Meziere electric water pump and a Pro Street damper. Is this the definitive answer to the singlevs. Not hardly, since a small-block reflects an owner's personality. If maximum power were the
only criteria, the world would be filled with race motors. This is especially true of induction
systems, as even the most mundane small-block pulled from a long-forgotten donor in the
wrecking yard will garner its fair share of oohs and aahs once topped with a blower, a stack of
Weber carbs, or even a dual-quad intake system. Will the wild induction system take over the
street and show scene? Not likely, since the single four-barrel offers drivability and as
demonstrated by this comparison power production that is difficult to match with a multi-carb
system. When it comes to recommendations, the induction choice comes down to the intended
application. If all-out performance isn't a primary concern and you're interested in maximizing
fuel mileage, maybe a Q-Jet or even a two-barrel might be the way to go. If street performance is
the key, it's hard to beat a single four-barrel on a dual-plane intake like the Performer RPM Air
Gap. If the wow factor is a key ingredient, who can argue with a trick dual-quad system? The
single-quad combo was equipped with a cfm Edelbrock carb. Run on the Super Flow engine
dyno, the single four barrel produced hp and lb-ft of torque. Like the single-quad combination,
the dual-quad small-block received identical Pro Comp aluminum cylinder heads. Rather than
the go the single-carb route, Jesse topped off his inch small-block with a trick dual-quad setup.
Hood clearance was not a problem since both motors were destined for home-built rat rods.
Few things look as good as a pair of dual quads, and now Edelbrock has added bite to go with
the bark. Equipped with a set of Pro Comp aluminum heads, a healthy hydraulic roller cam, and
the new Edelbrock Performer RPM Air Gap Dual-Quad intake with cfm carbs , the produced hp
and lb-ft of torque. Torque production from the big-inch small-block exceeded lb-ft from rpm to
rpm. Add to this power production the cool factor that comes only with multiple carburetion and
you have an impressive rat rod powerplant. In all honesty, it is tough to beat the Air Gap for
average power production. This combo netted torque reading that exceeded lb-ft from rpm to
rpm. The results of our comparison show the single four-barrel to be the hot setup, however, as
the old advertising escape clause goes, "individual results may vary. In hindsight, maybe we
should have swapped induction systems to see if there were any variances in the two s. Still,
given our compression ratio, cam, and redline, our trusty old carb-picking formula says cfm
should be just about ideal for this engine. Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno
shop super tune. We upgrade the cooling system in our big-blockâ€”powered Camaro using a
Frostbite aluminum radiator, dual SPAL electric fans, and a Weia
honda odyssey 2016 redesign
online auto shop manuals
2008 ford explorer sport trac
nd water pump. In part 3 of our junkyard 4. Here are the 14 known, functioning mid-engine
Corvette engineering, concept, and racing cars. Chevrolet Performance offers turnkey engine
swap options that get you back on the road and into horsepower in a weekend. Here are 10
engine bearing clearance tips to consider before building your next engine. Chevrolet
Performance SP crate engine, nitrous combination dyno test and cam swap at Westech
Performance. Super Chevy. How To. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and
Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Get a professional dyno shop super tune Treat
your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. Junkyard 4. Ten Important Facts
About Engine Bearing Clearance Here are 10 engine bearing clearance tips to consider before

building your next engine. Tricks to get more power from your small-block crate engine
Chevrolet Performance SP crate engine, nitrous combination dyno test and cam swap at
Westech Performance.

